Met George Tigers, I polo team en...

According to the results of the voting that took place at the last meeting of the Student Campaign, "Overting to the fact that the affair this week is more important than all team members and the new buffet menu, we have had a lot of unusual experience in reading, and the members of the squad are well beyond the squad. Earl, Ervin, Esmer, E. T. Frayer presiding. A. E. S. T. F. tomorrow at 11:30 the American Psychological Association will hold a meeting Thursday evening in-..."

The American Psychological Association will hold a meeting Thursday evening... The executive committee of the town campaign are... Mr. H. F. Fass, the member of the squad, to a territory in the "Dark Country." The committee that is working in the downtown area is composed of prominent men...

Dramatic Club Will Hear Dr. L. Flaccus

The "Expository Drama" will be given by L. W. D. Flaccus of Philadelphia at the opening of the Dramatic Club and Dinner at the Faculty Club.

Red and Blue Natators Engage Princeton

High George Katell Races on Wallis for Victories in Fifty and Hundred Yard Dashes

Tigers meet Princeton... the most frequent the meet is being the one for this season. The George Katell last night not only has been practicing regularly all week, but has been eating well... The announced of the program...

Tigers meet Princeton... the most frequent the meet is being the one for this season. The George Katell last night not only has been practicing regularly all week, but has been eating well... The announced of the program...
SALE MEN'S Oxfords and Shoes

88 and $89—NOW  $6.75

137 So. Broad St. Above the Second Floor

Campus Delicatessen

3647 Woodland Ave.

SANOWICHES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

ALUMNI OPENS DRIVE FOR MEMORIAL FUND FRIDAY

Continued from Page One

Due to the large number of requests for information and the need to keep the committee informed, several members who have failed to return reports will be dropped and new men put in their places. This action is necessary if the committee hopes to obtain the best results in the short time that remains before the Easter Holidays, at which time the Vigilance work is usually conducted. Refractory committee men are not desired until after Easter.
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Since Henry Ford seems to have contracted the habit of painting Waukesha black, and other ancient buildings, we sincerely hope he stays away from this campus. We'd like to see Logan Hall, College Hall, and the University Library with Henry's collection.

Dean Johnson was presented with a black and gold stole entirely from patches of Logan Hall. That isn't fine, but on any such momentous occasion we hope the presentation committee will present him with something along the line of a Trojan Horse, constructed entirely from fabric obtained from S22 Logan Hall.

The Automobile Show may interest some students, but if we have firmly resolved to continue our car until that other lecturer drops off.

Some of the cars that went to Yule last fall, certainly deserve to have a prominent position at any show which attempts to exhibit the latest developments in the way of automotive transportation.

Appropriate to nothing at all, allow us to state that the shrill war on Roosevelt St. is departing again.

An article in a recent issue of The Pennsylvania contained the information that Benjamin Franklin started a school known as the "Charity School of Philadelphia" which later became the University of Pennsylvania. However at the time that institution became the University of Pennsylvania, the charity part of the affair must have been lost, or excised.

"Man Beats Wife by Winning Linesway Prize."—Headline. And now these sillyLinesways have led to wise-bearing.

Money, at the present time, is kings on the mission of the
Who Is Prudence Church

That WASp man who is not going to study for any of the exams is either a D-man or a dummy.

The Freshman across the Hall says that, now that the Non-Migratory riding has been endorsed by the student body, he will have to postpone that trip to central he had been contemplating.

Since the removal of the Pennsylvania Library, from the University Library there has been a noticeable decrease in the number of persons falling down Library Steps.

"Crumbling Walls Aren't Egyptian."—Headline.

And with the spirit of the beehive-headed cop, on the nearest Hall corner, is detracting the occupants of the new Pennsylvania Library. It just costs at least he is always present.

Our idea of a funny sight, would be to see Louis laughing at the above mentioned cop. . .

About the only thing we have to cheer us at this time of year, is the fact that they don't give a mid-year in P. E.

DONALD H. KM
Member Eastern Intercollegiate Newspaper Association
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1926

CORTISSOZ
SCHOOL OF DANCING
150 CHESTNUT ST.
Immediate Instruction
FAX-TROT WALTZ TANGO CHARLESTON
We teach gentlemen to lead correctly
Ladies to follow with ease.

CLASS IN TANGO
Wednesday & Saturday Night
Local 1198

WHEN YOU SCHOOL of DANCING
S-AC-K S-SUBT'S
$9

JUDGE DE WEO PORTRAT
ONE OF FINEST IN U. S.

National Academy of Design Exhibit
Painting by John Weyg of
Former Professor

VIEWED BY PROMINENT ARTISTS

Word was received at the University of Pennsylvania yesterday from the National Academy of Design in New York City that the Neagle portrait of Professor William Peter DeWoo loaned by the University for the Academy's Centennial Exhibition was adjudged by artists and critics who saw it as perhaps the finest portrait in the United States.

Professor DeWoo was a member of the National Academy for ten years, serving as Professor of Minstrels. His portrait is one of eight portraits painted by John Neagle, which are now highly prized possessions of the University.

Evidence of the high regard in which the Neagle portrait by Neagle was held by those who viewed it at the National Academy's exhibition in New York is given in a letter which Dr. Joseph H. Pennypacker, President and Provost of the University, received from John W. Wightman, Director of the National Academy of Design.

The letter in part follows:

"The Council of the National Academy of Design desire to express to you its heartfelt thanks for the generous loan of this splendid example of John Neagle's work. It will interest you to know that it was practically the unanimous view of the artists and critics who saw that exhibition that this painting by Neagle was perhaps the finest portrait in the United States, and all were delighted that this exhibition had been the means of so many of them seeing it."

"I feel that without this notable portrait, the Centennial Exhibition would have suffered a distinct loss, and I readily congratulate the University of Pennsylvania upon being its proud possessor."

NOVICE WRESTLING

CHAMPIONSHIPS OPEN

Continued from Page One

performance of Ehrmann of the 196 pounds in throwing his opponent in 30 seconds proved to be the outstanding individual showing. Besides Ehrmann the winners included Content, Ellis and Melton in the 115 pound class, Harper and Ruppin in the 125 pound group, Lenz, Harding and Martin in the 135 pound class, Prince, Taylor, Koons and Staggs in 140 pounds, and Pratt in the 175 pound class this afternoon.

Although the novice meet is exciting work of the interest at Westphalia. Hall Coach Servios is seeing that the team does not slacken its preparations for the first home encounter of the season with Bears on Saturday. It is hoped that the squad will be able to present the full strength against the invaders from Providence. Judging from the condition of the men now, Coach Servios looks for the Red and Blue to break their winning streak at the expense of the Brownites.

"Late for that date?"
Place an order at any of these stores for

Whitman's

Chocolates

Hollins Hall Shop Ground 185 Spruce St.
The Press Dep't, 215th & Willow Ave.
College Press Ground 17th & Willow Sts.
John C. Wemmer, Prop. 44 Spruce St.
James S. & Helen S. Scott 1701 Spruce St.

Pharmacy

17th & Stratford Sts. 1701 Spruce St.
Pharmacy

17th & Stratford Sts. 1701 Spruce St.
Pharmacy

ceramic plates...3rd & Chestnut Sts.
Bears, Phamacy 23rd & Chestnut Sts.
R. Pollock 1701 Chestnut St.
A. M. Edelman 4th & Turner Sts.

WHITT IES'S
S A L E

GOMMY'S

300 PULL - OVER PAJAMAS
$2.50 Quality

SPECIAL FOR 3 DAYS
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY
This Week
$1.95 ea. 3 for $5.50

"...and when I told the Governor how little it cost,
he made me promise to Telephone home once every week!"

(Told by an enthralled student of another miscellaneous student on a well-known college campus.)

The front pages of the Telephone Directory should tell you how clearly you can talk with your folks at home. And, if they want to, the Long Distance Operator will.

"The Talk of the Town"

Clothes tailored with rich fabrics of the better sort in the kind of models that the correctly dressed college men are wearing.

Suit Overcoat Tuxedo

$28.50 $32.50 $36.50

Stop in and see our exhibit in the BOSTON HAIL STORE every WEDNESDAY during the school term.

MOSS CLOTHES
425 MARKET ST.

ART WORK FOR CLASS
RECORD PROGRESSING

Although the material turned in for the business and editorial boards of The Pennsy has been rather small in quantity, the art work of the month has been producing rapidly, and Robert Soble, '26, Art Editor, has expressed his satisfaction with both the quality and quantity of the drawings. A large part of the material is in the hands of the engineers, and the remainder is in the process of completion.

The work is being done by members of the art board, together with those members of the junior class who are in the competition. The board this year includes many talented artists, among whom are Clarence A. Liffield, '26, Editor-in-Chief of the Punch bowl. The other members of the board in addition to Soble and Liffield are W. Smith, T. J. Call and J. R. Garrett, all members of the Class of '26.

According to Soble, the present competition among members of the Junior Class is the largest in the history of the Punch bowl. It includes in its numbers the leading artists of the Punch bowl and the Red and Blue, and their work, which is being patterned after the modern Italian style, is progressing very favorably.
NOTICES

Class Record—All leaders for the Class Record are required to report daily at 1:30 in the Class Box Office.

Varisty Football—All football equipment must be turned in to Murray before January 20. After that date, the cost of the equipment will be forfeited.

Practleby—New seating in this part of the second business competition will report to Business Manager Houghton at Room 5, Finance Hall from 1:30 to 2:45.

Gym Team—Practice report every night this week.

Crash and Wig—All candidates for the crashing cheer report at 300 Quince St. on Tuesday and Thursday nights at 8:30.

Punch Bowl—All set entertainment material for the Christmas cheer under one Friday January 22nd.

Outing Team—All men on freshmen and Varsity delegating report at 8 P.M.

Crew—All crew candidates who were notified from practice until 2:00 start at the rowing dock.

Seniors—All individual pictures must be turned in by January.

Swimming—Managerial Candidates report at post mail at 7:45.


Pony The Club—Selecting at Segment Hall, 38th & Cresson Streets, January 20 at 5 P. M. Rehold by St. James Dun- garee, Towel, Miss Emily Dzurko, se- cretary, and Mrs. William A. Copen, sup- port.


BASKETBALL
Best Quality Equipment

Dougherty's Sport Shop
48th & SPRUCE ST.
Barng 12:14

RIBBLERS MEET YALE

AT NEW HAVEN TONIGHT

Continued from Page One

Louviersville School at Louviersville, Coach Alice McMillion has stated that the team includes Merid and School forwards, Becker, center, with Captain Magner and Isaac, guards. This game will mark the return of Harry Motz for the season. He has been out of action for more than a month due to a broken foot, but is right now.

The probable lineup for the Varsity game is:

Rice Pennsylvania
Jones F.
Ludlay F.
Wilmot C.
Carmody G.
Frankel G.
Goldfine

FRESHMEN ENTERTAINED

AT FRATERNITY SMOKERS

Continued from Page One

Shells, per dozen, 60¢ and 75¢

On Display
TOMORROW
HOUSTON HALL STORE

Toeing the Mark

Toeing the Mark will be a Coast to Coast College Service. The Real line especially styled for college men, includes every popular model for sports, social and campus wear.

“RESCO” Scientific Fitting Service

For Excellent Home Cooking
COME IN
THE OPEN DOOR
3331 WALNUT STREET

For Sale
Two Cottages, Ove-
rnent of superior char-
racter. Perfectly tailored
at current fashioning, $35 and upward.

JACOB REED’S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

Color in Cheeks
does not necessarily
have to be of the drug
store origin. A healthy
glow can be easily be
inwardly applied by the
daily practice of drinking
the nourishing SCOTT-
POWELL MILK, with an
unmatchable flavor that is

Fresher by a Day

SCOTT-POWELL
"AMILK"
PHONE PREST 1722
Who Is This?

A New, Easy, Fascinating Game

$75 in Cash Prizes EVERY DAY

First Prize . . . . $25.00
Second Prize . . . . $15.00
Third Prize . . . . $10.00
Twenty-five $1.00 Prizes

Every day a sketch similar to the one above appears in THE SUN. If you can name the person whose sketch appears—send it in together with a sentence of ten words or less, all the words of the sentence beginning with the same letter and using in the sentence one or more of the names of the person that you think is represented by the sketch.

For example:

“Gifted George Gained Genuine Glory”

“Washington’s Wisdom Was Winning Wars While Weary Workers Watched Wonderingly.”

(Recognized nicknames may be used)

Send in your name for the sketch and your sentence on the coupon with each day’s sketch, or on a separate piece of paper if you wish, addressing your answer to the Postoffice box number given with each day’s coupon. Send in as many answers as you wish. It’s easy—and best of all, there’s a new chance to win a prize every day. Start tomorrow and try it every day. You will find it an enjoyable pastime and you may be the winner the first time you try.

THE SUN

(Official Organ of the Associated Press)

Philadelphia’s Morning Picture Newspaper

TELL US TO TELL YOUR NEWSMAN YOU WANT IT EVERY DAY